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Abstract
After approximately 200 years, a com-
prehensive access to the texts of
Humboldt’s extraordinary exploration of
the Americans is within sight. To open
the legacy to the public for free access
the Humboldt Digital Library (HDL)
project has been developing a dynamic
amount of data related to studies of Ale-
xander von Humboldt. The library inclu-
des a range of texts, tables and images,
as well as many tools that assist mining
the data and navigating the system.

By introducing Web 2.0 technology im-
plementations, we are providing new
interactive and knowledge generation
channels toward the concepts of new
Virtual Research Environments.

The perception of the information archi-
tecture is changing in the era ofWeb 2.0.
This new epoch of internet has proved
that the community can generate valua-
ble information. It is the duty of compu-
ter specialists to use this information, to
extract knowledge and present this
knowledge as per user’s interest base.

In this article we argue that by providing
more information retrieval capabilites,
and by creating an academic network
around our library, we can add another
dimen-sion to the information architec-
ture of a digital library.
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4.4 Virtual Research Environment in
the Digital Library of Alexander
Humboldt

Information Technology Beyond a Digi-
tal Library

Transiting from a traditional library in a
digital library is not a simple relation. In
the traditional libraries, the information
architecture is well defined, simple and
linear.

The concepts of the traditional library
can easily applied to the digital structure
(since they are simple) by digitizing
books and provide them in a document
form, but the prospect of a digital envi-
ronment is wider.

The search of a specific topic in a library
starts with some metadata describing
each document in the library (cue
cards).

Beside the classical metadata describing
each document, the digital library could
integrate the content of all documents
into an information network, which ma-
ke it possible to define multivariate
search paths and comparisons between
different documents, no matter in which
language or document type.

These implementations have been the
basis of digital libraries for many years
now. As time goes by, we look behind
and we feel progress has been made in
digital libraries, but progress is still to be
made in the information retrieval pro-
cess and results.With the increase of the
information volume in digital libraries,
there is also an increase of noise in the
search for knowledge. Preciouse data is
becoming every day more dificult to be
found.

Internet algorithms like “Page Rank”,
HITS and similars provided great value
in the search results and search tech-
niques. As time passed by, it was clear
that these algorithms where searching in
the surface leaving a lot of information
out of sight. The notion of “deep-web”
emerged to point out that a lot of data is
left out and more is to be done in the
information retrieval discipline

Some promising researches and imple-
mentations are related to the deep web
in the field of semantic search. The
Google Search Engine is actually using
these techniques.

The semantic approach is one of the va-
riables that have to be taken in conside-
ration when trying to solve the problem
of the “deep web”. We will refer to the
search that exposes the data in the
“deep web” as vertical search.
The choices and the combination of the
factors that influence the vertical search
is very high (it can considered infinite,
because we are actually searching for
knowledge and knowledge includes al-
so a random chance of discovery), The-
refore no system yet has fully delivered a
state of art solution for this search.

The sense behind the vertical search is
that visitors search for a “theme” and not
for a term. By following this logic we ha-
ve enhanced our digital library with a
rich information retrieval (IR) module
based mainly in the user interactions
(user behaviours).

AVirtual Research Environment
The nucleus of every digital library is the
information retrieval module. A key pro-
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perty is the correctness that the library
provides to the visitor for finding the re
quired information. The visitors are ei
ther rewarded by the riches of the op
tions provided by the IR of the digital
library, or in an opposite scenario they
are limited to what these IR module con
fines them to do.
As shown in the figure 4.41 the infor
mation in the Humboldt’s digital library
and network is transformed in four la
yers.The information floats from the re
pository, into services, AI filter and then
to user interface. The same route is done
when information from the users is
entered into our the system.

This section makes a brief presentation
about the CaseBased Reasoning (CBR)
impact in the Information Retrieval.

The visitors of a digital library jump
around the space of the digital library in
search for the correct information.
While they move through links, between
documents, while they make notes
about facts they found, they are leaving
disconnected traces of what they read
and how they interact with the system.

When these traces are connected to user
profiles and user interests, they provide
useful mining data that can apply to the
future users which share the same prefe
rences.

On the other side, these users might ha
ve different expectations from the result
of the same query. A linguistic resear
cher and a plantologist researcher ex
pect different result from the same que
ry.

No matter how strong the semantic be
hind used in explaining terms, no matter
how precise the data mining of the sys
tem, the best results are valued based on
user profile and user interests.

User Profiling
A prerequisite for developing systems
providing user interactions is to rely on
user profiles. A user profile is a struc
tured representation of the user’s pre
sence within a portal. Through this pro
file, the system is able to recognize each
registered user. The users can interact
with the system and update their perso
nal settings. A simple profiling system is
programmed in the HDL.

Fig. 4.4-1: General description and modules of the Humbold‘s digital library and network

The user’s profile in HDL includes a
user’s interests section. Every user is re
commended and can easily update his
interests. For example, an academic per
son with an interest in geography will
get the highlighted results from a speci
fic topic related to geography. The in
terests are grouped in categories. For
each category, there is a list of specific
interests from which the users can
choose.

From a simple internet portal pointof
view, the presence of user profiles can
be considered as just another feature to
keep the user in the interested in the
webportal. It is a fact that systems serve
better when they know their inhabitants.
This is valid for the computer domain as
well. If the system knows the back
ground and interests of the users, then it
can filter and provide them with some
specific information. Based on the in
terests of the user, our system creates a
set of statistical information about the
paragraphs that may be of interest to the
user, by analyzing on the experience of
other users with a similar profile.

By means of userprofiling, personal
notes and favoritebookmarks, the sys
tem retrieves information about the in
terests of each user.

In the personal profile section, the users
may add information such as disciplines

of interests, general interests and regio
nal interests. A composition of these in
terests provides a cosmos for each user.
While users interact with the system
through the content browsing, IR search
tools or by writing personal notes rela
ted to any paragraph, they provide im
portant feedback to the system. The sys
tem is basically learningwhat paragraphs
are of interest to users of similar profile.

The interactions of the user with the sys
tem are handled (stored and analyzed)
by a logger. The logger retrieves the in
teractions of the user with the system.

Based on these interactions, an algo
rithm provides for each userprofile, sug
gestions on the information that may
better serve the users need. The logger
together with an algorithm for sugges
tions provides the CaseBased Reaso
ning Engine. The CBR Engine takes in
consideration: clicks (visits), user perso
nal note, editor public notes, bookmar
king of paragraph Etc.

Through the use of these variables, a bet
ter approach is provided in retrieving
information related to each paragraph in
the Humboldt digital library, in the same
way that a well formed commentary
would describe what the paragraph co
vers in the multidimensional space.
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Fig. 4.4-2: User interac-
tion with the blog system

Through the CBR engine we have crea
ted a new approach to a suggestive sys
tem for the right content.

Since the number of the profiles in the
system is still low, we are looking for
new implementations of features which
can make the actual users interact more
with the system, and add even more va
luable content to the system.

So far, the implementations in the HDL
have been pointing to the creation of a
research environment for the scientific
users interested in the works of Alexand
er von Humboldt. The users of the sys
tem can make bookmarks, can write
their own personal notes and in specific
cases, they can write public notes rela
ted to each paragraph.

Academic Network
Many of the scientific observations ma
de by Humboldt can be extended with
additional information from academic
researchers. Journals and other procee
dings have a high expectation and ac
ceptance criteria. Most of the time these
scientific publications are the result of a
long research work which can be descri
bed in small steps.

The blog and the concept of the personal
blogs have had an increasing impact in
the last years in the internet. Blog and
the feedback on the blog post have cre
ated a strong community connection in
many fields. We have chosen to extend
our Virtual Research Environment in the

HDL with the presence of a scientific
blog.

Since the beginning of this year, we have
opened a blogging system for all the sci
entific users of our academic network.
The visitors don’t need any advance and
expertise in the internet to start posting
blog posts on the HDL website. They
just need to locate the blog menu and
follow the instructions below each blog.
Every user can easily create a post, edit
post, approve or disaprove comments.
All the process is run online and no ad
ditional softwares are required. The blog
automatically moves the newer posts at
the top, while archiving older posts by
date or topic. At the moment we have
started a set of default categorise for the
blogs. We expect the blog categories to
be extended after once we receive feed
back and suggestions from our users.

Through the blog system that we have
introduced in the HDL, we intent to de
velop stronger relationship with the visi
tors of the HDL. The Blogs, can be an
excellent way of sharing knowledge
within our network.

Not yet a scientific article, each blog
post can contain interesting facts explo
red through our library. The aim of our
blog system is to open a communication
and information network, which allows
users to get in contact with other resear
chers and share notes and research re
sults with the Humboldt community.

Conclusions
This paper describes the integration of
newWEB 2.0 features to digital libraries,
using the legacy of Alexander von Hum
boldt as an example of digital informati
on. By using the services, which are ac
cessible by a Web portal, researchers
can work more effectively with a wider
variety of primary source materials and
linked data, no matter which data type
or language.

By introducing Web 2.0 technology im
plementations, the HDL is providing ac
cess to a information network on the le
gacy of Alexander von Humboldt and
establishing an academic collaboration
platform around the library content. Fur
ther work can extend the data content of
the system including the sources, the re
sults of the research on Humboldt, and
the works of other scientists from the sci
entific community via public notes,
blogs and similar tools. Actually a re
markable number of international scien
tists are part of our academic network at
www.avhumboldt.net
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